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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Fuel  cell  tests  have  been  performed  on  sulfonated  Poly(Ether  Ether  Ketone)  (sPEEK)  membranes  using
dry  gases.  Impact  of  gas  stoichiometry  on  performance  evolution  and  membrane–electrodes  assembly’s
water  distribution  optimization  (water  management)  was  studied.  During  the  tests,  output  voltage  evo-
lution  was  recorded  as  well  as  impedance  spectra,  polarization  curves  and  water  amount  collected  at
both  sides.

Fuel  cell  performances  were  observed  to  be  influenced  by water  management  which  depends  on both
operating  conditions  and  membrane  intrinsic  properties.  Increasing  either  hydrogen  or  oxygen  stoi-
chiometry  leads  to a decrease  of  performance.  This  effect  was  more  pronounced  for  hydrogen  increase
(anode).  This  has  been  ascribed  to a global  drying  of  the  membrane  along  with  the appearance  of  a
heterogeneous  hydration  both  through  the  MEA  and  along  the  gas  channels.
ater management
erformances

Cell  performance  characterization  during  the membrane  lifespan  was  mainly  based  on  Electrochemical
Impedance  Spectroscopy  measurements  and  showed  that water  distribution  heterogeneity  increased
with  operating  time  for  sPEEK  membrane,  leading  to a drop  of  performance.  This  was  mainly  ascribed
to  the  drying  of  the  gas  inlet  and  the increased  hydration  at the  gas  outlet.  These  behaviours  were  not
observed  for the  better performing  Nafion,  which  underlines  the  impact  of  membrane  water  transport
properties  on  fuel  cell  performance.
. Introduction

In the next decades fuel cells will play a major role in
lean power production as a secure and sustainable energy [1].
esearches on various fuel cell technologies using different elec-
rolytes, like alkaline fuel cells (AFC), solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC),
roton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), have reached a high

evel of development. This diversification offers numerous applica-
ions in non polluting systems, from automotive to stationary and
ortable applications. Their advantages are their high efficiency,
he absence of noise pollution and first of all their “zero emission”

otential. However, fuel cells as clean energy delivery systems still
ave to deal with durability and cost issues [2,3].

Abbreviations: AFC, alkaline fuel cells; BPSH, Bi Phenyl Sulfone H-form; EIS,
lectrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy; MEA, membrane–electrodes assembly;
CV, Open Circuit Voltage; PEMFC, proton exchange membrane fuel cell; PVDF,
olyVinyliDene Fluoride; RH, relative humidity; Rohm , ohmic resistance; Relec , elec-
rodes resistance; SOFC, solid oxide fuel cell; sPEEK, sulfonated Poly(Ether Ether
etone).
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 4 38 78 59 86; fax: +33 4 38 78 94 63.

E-mail address: arnaud.morin@cea.fr (A. Morin).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.102
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

For PEMFC, the membrane electrodes assembly (MEA) is the
active core of the fuel cell in which the electrochemical reactions
take place. It consists of a polymer membrane sandwiched between
two electrodes (anode and cathode). Hydrogen is supplied at the
anode where it is oxidized and oxygen is supplied at the cathode
side where it is reduced. The main role of the membrane is to carry
protons from the anode to the cathode (where water is produced).
It must be at the same time an electrical insulator and a gas sepa-
rator. State of the art membranes usually consist of a hydrophobic
polymer backbone with acid groups (for proton conductivity) dis-
tributed either directly on the backbone, or on side chains. As the
proton conductivity strongly depends on the water content of the
polymer [4],  water management is essential for the enhancement of
fuel cell performance. During fuel cell operation a lot of water being
produced at the cathode side, a high water concentration gradient
appears across the membrane and water diffuses from cathode to
anode due to capillary forces. This is called back-diffusion [5].  On
the other hand, water is dragged by the moving protons from anode
to cathode, the so-called electro osmosis drag [6]. These phenom-

ena are illustrated on Fig. 1. Water management is a key point for
PEMFC when trying to improve both its performance and durability.
For a given membrane a better water management can be achieved
by choosing the proper operating parameters.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.102
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:arnaud.morin@cea.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.102
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Table 1
Gas flow rates corresponding to the chosen stoichiometry at 0.4 A cm−2.

Stoichiometry
anode/cathode

H2 flow rate
(N ml min−1)a

O2 flow rate
(N ml  min−1)

1.5/1.5 21 11
1.5/3 21 22
3/1.5 42 11
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of water flows across membrane in a PEMFC.

For PEMFC, the reference membrane is Nafion, a perfluoro-
ulfonic polymer. However, despite its good properties up to
0 ◦C, a loss of its mechanical properties at higher temperatures
revents future development aiming to increase fuel cell efficiency
hrough a working temperature increase. To overcome this issue,
esearches have been focused on sulfonated aromatic polymers.
espite a lower conductivity at low relative humidity (RH) [7,8]
nd a limited lifetime attributed to a chemical degradation [9,10],
ulfonated aromatic polymers are particularly promising. They
ffer better thermo-mechanical [11] and permeation [12,13]
roperties in addition to a lower cost [14,15].

In order to improve both performance and durability, it is pos-
ible to adjust many parameters like operating temperature, gas
elative humidity, pressure and flow (generally referred as gas sto-
chiometry). Many studies about operating conditions impact on
uel cell efficiency have been already performed for Nafion [16–18]
ut this type of information is still very scarce for aromatic poly-
ers. Alberti et al. [7] showed that both Nafion 117 and sulfonated

oly(Ether Ether Ketone) (sPEEK) membranes can exhibit good pro-
on conductivity (up to 50 mS  cm−1) at high temperature (150 ◦C)
nd RH (75%). Jiang et al. [19] studied for sPEEK membrane the
mpact of current density, temperature and relative humidity on

ater management and thus fuel cell performance. They showed
hat at high current density, back-diffusion effect is not sufficient
o counter electro osmosis drag, leading to a drying of the anode
ide, and therefore a higher membrane resistance and a loss of the
uel cell performance. This phenomenon decreases when the tem-
erature is increased, as water diffusion coefficient increases with
emperature. They also found that fuel cell performance decreases
or low gas RH as the ionomer membrane dries out.

Our study is focused on the impact of gas stoichiometry on water
anagement and hence fuel cell performance of sPEEK membrane
hen using dry gases. Water management is studied by collect-

ng water on anode and cathode sides. Performance is evaluated
hrough polarization curves recording. Their evolution at a fixed
urrent density is analysed thanks to Electrochemical Impedance
pectroscopy (EIS) which gives information about hydration homo-
eneity on the whole active surface area. sPEEK results are then
ompared to those obtained for Nafion for two operating conditions
.e. for the best and the worst conditions found for sPEEK.

. Experimental

.1. Membranes and MEAs
We studied sPEEK E-750 from Fumatech and Nafion NRE 212
rom DuPont. The thickness of both membranes was about 50 �m
nd their ionic exchange capacity (IEC) was respectively of 1.35
nd 0.9 mequiv. g−1. Membranes were pretreated before use: sPEEK
3/3  42 22

a N ml  min−1 stands for normalized flow rate to standard conditions of pressure
and temperature.

was immersed at room temperature in H2SO4 1 M for 4 h and then
washed 3 times in ultrapure water at room temperature; Nafion
NRE 212 was immersed at 70 ◦C in HCl 1 M for 2 h and then washed
3 times in ultrapure water at 70 ◦C.

MEAs were assembled by hot pressing the membrane
between two  electrodes “E-TEK ELAT® GDE LT120EW” (Pt loading
0.5 mg  cm−2) in two  steps: 1 MPa  for 3 min  30 s then 6 MPa  for 3 min
30 s at 135 ◦C. After being hot-pressed, the MEA  was  placed into
5 cm2 single cell fixtures. Airtightness was insured using 270 �m
thick Viton gaskets. The single cell was made of two graphite
monopolar plates with a single machined serpentine channel. Both
channels width and depth are 1.4 mm  whereas ribs width is 0.8 mm.

2.2. Fuel cell tests

In situ tests were carried out on a Bio-Logic FCT 150-S commer-
cial bench. Cell temperature, current density as well as gas flow,
pressure and relative humidity both at the cathode and anode sides
were controlled. Two types of tests were performed: “ageing tests”
where fuel cell performance of sPEEK and Nafion membranes (and
associated MEAs) were studied; and “hydration tests” where drying
was simulated at one or both electrode sides on sPEEK.

2.2.1. “Ageing tests”
In situ ageing tests were performed at 80 ◦C. Dry hydrogen and

oxygen, absolute pressure of 2 bar, were applied in co-flow config-
uration (with H2 and O2 inlets both at the bottom of the fuel cell).
Usually use of dry gases in fuel cells is motivated by the increased
simplicity and efficiency of the system. In this study dry gases are
provided to the fuel cell mainly to amplify the impact of operat-
ing conditions on the MEA  hydration, enhancing the difference of
gas hydration between the inlet and outlet. MEA  is therefore drier
near the gas inlet, whereas it is more hydrated near the outlet due
to water production. The co-flow configuration also amplifies this
phenomenon. Current density was constant and set to 0.4 A cm−2.

To study their impact on performance, gas flows were controlled
to keep a constant stoichiometry of either 1.5 or 3. In the following,
a stoichiometry of 1.5 or 3 will mean that an excess of 50% or 200%
of gases is provided to the fuel cell, compared to what needed to
produce the collected current. Indeed, a stoichiometry set to 1 leads
to flooding as all gases are consumed and therefore cannot push
away produced water. It would be more correct to speak of gas flows
instead of stoichiometry, but this misuse of language is convenient
considering the overall reaction of the fuel cell H2 + (1/2)O2 → H2O
and is commonly used in the literature [18,20,21].

Correspondences between applied stoichiometries and gas flow
rates at 0.4 A cm−2 are indicated in Table 1:

2.2.2. “Hydration tests”
“Hydration tests” were performed at 80 ◦C. Hydrogen and

oxygen, absolute pressure of 2 bar, were applied in co-flow con-
figuration with H2 and O2 inlets both at the bottom of the fuel

cell. Current density was  varied from 0.1 to 1.0 A cm−2 in order to
vary both the amount of produced water and the electro-osmosis
dragging force. Gas flow rates and RH were chosen in order to
induce drying at one or both electrode sides. For all configurations,
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as flow rates are set to 666 N ml  min−1, corresponding to the
aximum value of the hydrogen flow authorized by the bench.
as flows were fixed and were the same at both sides in order to
btain the same pressure drop between gas inlet and outlet in each
ompartment of the symmetric cell. Our objective was to obtain as
omogeneous water distribution within the cell as possible. H2/O2
esulting stoichiometries were 189/377 at 0.1 A cm−2, 94/189 at
.2 A cm−2, 47/94 at 0.4 A cm−2, etc.

Dry gases were directly provided to the fuel cell. For hydrated
ases we used a bubbler chamber filled with water. RH of gases
ere controlled between 9 and 100% by adjusting temperature of

he bubble chamber (between 30 and 85 ◦C). In the latter case, bub-
le chamber temperature was set higher than fuel cell temperature

n order to be sure to have 100%RH (presence of liquid water in the
uel cell).

Impact of drying was  studied by decreasing RH value from 100%
o 0% on one electrode side. For symmetric drying (both electrode
ides), RH values were decreased down to 9%RH. It was impossible
o work at 0%RH on both sides with this high gas flow rate, as it
ould have totally dried the MEA.

At the inlet, oxygen partial pressure was adjusted in order to
ave a total pressure of 2 bar. PO2 = 1.53 bar at 100%RH, 1.96 bar at
%RH and 2 bar at 0%RH.

For 100%RH, gases that went through a bubble chamber filled
ith hot water (85 ◦C) were then carried to the cell through high

emperature (120 ◦C) lines. It is difficult to tell if water was  or not
ondensed between the bubble chamber and the cell. It is however
nown that cold points can be found inside the bench. Therefore
e know for sure that liquid water existed inside the cell and gases
ere at 100%RH. As gas flow rates were very high, liquid water was

asily removed and flooding was avoided.
In the 9/9%RH configuration (drying both electrode sides), calcu-

ations show that RH at the gas outlets at 0.4 A cm−2 cannot exceed
2% even with a water net flow from an electrode side to another.
alculations confirm that flooding is naturally avoided in this case.

For both “ageing” and “hydration” tests, the cell was  started the
ame way. The cell was  first heated up to 60 ◦C and in parallel the
urrent density was increased until 0.2 A cm−2. After about 12 h
needed to reach performance stabilisation), temperature and cur-
ent density were increased respectively up to 80 ◦C and 0.4 A cm−2.
hen the voltage output was recorded as well as polarization curves
ollowed by impedance spectroscopy every 48 h. Collected water
as quantified for each electrode side at regular time interval

about 48 h) during fuel cell operation. The fuel cell was auto-
atically stopped when the voltage dropped under 0.1 V (fuel cell

reakdown).

.3. Polarization curves

Fuel cell systems were characterized through the response of
oltage to current impulse. Polarization curves were recorded
ith a current scan ranging from Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) to

.6 A cm−2. The scanning rate was 2 mA  cm−2 s−1 between 0 and

.2 A cm−2, and 8 mA  cm−2 s−1 between 0.2 and 0.6 A cm−2.

.4. Impedance spectroscopy

The Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) technique
n the galvanodynamic mode consists in applying a small sinu-
oidal current perturbation (of known amplitude and frequency)
o the cell while measuring the amplitude and phase of the result-
ng voltage as a function of frequency. On one hand, the ratio

etween voltage/current amplitudes defines the impedance modu-

us |Z| and on the other hand the phase difference between voltage
nd current gives access to real and imaginary parts of complex
mpedance Z.
Fig. 2. Measurement of Rohm and Relec on a Nyquist diagram obtained during fuel
cell operation.

During fuel cell “ageing tests”, data was recorded using “FC
Lab” software. EIS was conducted at 0.4 A cm−2 and by applying a
10 mA cm−2 amplitude current density with a frequency range from
10 kHz to 1 Hz. During “hydration tests”, EIS measurements were
carried out using a Biologic VSP galvanostat with a 20A/2V VMP2B
booster and the “EC Lab” software. EIS measurements were per-
formed at different current densities (from 0.1 to 1.0 mA cm−2) by
applying a 10 mA cm−2 amplitude current density with a frequency
range from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz.

In each case, real and imaginary parts of the complex impedance
(Z) were obtained for different frequencies and plotted in a Nyquist
diagram. Impedance spectra were analysed by considering mainly
two contributions (Fig. 2) that are ascribed to the ohmic resistance
Rohm and electrode losses Relec.

The ohmic resistance (Rohm) corresponds to the real part of the
impedance value at high frequency for which the imaginary part
of impedance is equal to zero. It represents the proton resistance
in the ionomer (membrane) and the various resistances such as
electronic resistance for each electrode (about 10 m� cm2 [22])
and contact resistance between monopolar plates and electrodes
(about 5 m� cm2 [23]). So, the non ionic contribution of the total
ohmic specific resistance is around 30 m� cm2 which represents a
resistance of 6 m� with our cell design. These latter contributions
are sometimes negligible compared to the ionic resistivity [24] but
are significant in our study, in particular with the use of Nafion
membrane.

Assuming a homogeneous hydration of the ionomer, membrane
conductivity can be estimated:

� = l

Rmem · S
(1)

where � is the conductivity, l is the distance between electrodes,
Rmem = Rohm − 6 (m�)  is the membrane resistance and S is the active
surface.

In some cases the Nyquist plot does not cross the real axis even
at 10 kHz and in the same time the spectra is noisy. In that case,
the value of Rohm is extrapolated by fitting the Nyquist diagram for
high frequencies.

At low frequency values, the polarization resistance other than
ohmic is ascribed to the phenomena occurring within the elec-
trodes (Relec) and more precisely to:

- Charge transfer which refers to the exchange of electrons from the
reactant adsorbed onto the surface of the catalyst to the catalyst
itself [25,26].

- Mass transport which corresponds to the diffusion of reactants
towards the catalytic sites [25,26].
- Protons migration towards the catalytic sites [27].

Relec is deduced from the total polarization resistance
(Rohm + Relec) which is read at the intersection with the x-axis at
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Table 2
Uncondensed water flows at both bench outlets.

Gas Stoichiometry Flow of non condensed
water (mg h−1)

H2 1.5 5.4
H2 3 22
O2 1.5 2.7
O2 3 11

902 mV  (3/1.5) is observed. This decrease of OCV can be attributed
to H2 permeation. At OCV, gases are not consumed and a small
amount of hydrogen crosses the membrane and is oxidized at the
cathode, resulting in a parasitic reaction which lowers the potential

Table 3
OCV values and cell voltage at 0.4 A cm−2 depending on gas stoichiometry for both
sPEEK and Nafion membranes.
64 P.M. Legrand et al. / Journal of

ow frequencies. It has to be noticed that the lower limit of the
requency range for EIS was set to 1 Hz for “ageing tests” which
an be a quite high value compared to transport phenomenon time
onstant which have been later observed as being as high as a few
econds or a few tenth of second. This means that Rohm + Relec may
ot always correspond to the total polarization resistance which
hen may  be under-estimated.

A third contribution at low frequency (0.6 Hz) which is often
scribed to mass transport phenomenon at the cathode side
ppears in some cases [28]. This contribution will be called “low
requency arc” and discussed more deeply below.

It is important to keep in mind that these analyses are based on a
acroscopic measurement corresponding to an overall behaviour,

herefore giving a response averaged over the whole fuel cell. From
his point of view the cell seems to operate in a homogeneous way.
owever, fuel cell operation is very heterogeneous by nature, due

o the strong influence of MEA  hydration extent on the transport
roperties and electrochemical phenomena. Water concentration
ariations can be found both between anode and cathode sides
through the membrane thickness) and between gas inlets and out-
ets (on the membrane plane). The last point is especially true for
ur setup where dry gases are supplied in a co-flow configuration.

.5. Water collection

During fuel cell operation water was regularly collected at both
lectrode sides.

As the fuel cell was operated at a constant current, identical for
ll the tests, the total quantity of produced water has to be the
ame whatever the stoichiometry. The Faradaic efficiency of the
lectrochemical reactions (especially the four electrons reduction
f oxygen into water) was supposed to be the same in each case and
qual to one. The theoretical amount of produced water per hour
as therefore calculated as follows:

The quantity (mol) of electrons ne flowing through the external
ircuit at an intensity I in the fuel cell during �t  is:

e = I  · �t

Na · e
(2)

Considering the reaction at cathode side O2 + 4H+ + 4e− →
H2O, the corresponding molar quantity of H2O is

H2O = ne

2
(3)

So the quantity of water produced by the fuel cell over time is
iven by

mH2O

�t
= 1

2
· I

Na · e
· MH2O (4)

ith I = 2 A, Na = 6.02 × 1023 mol−1; e = 1.602 × 10−19 C; MH2O =
8 g mol−1 giving mH2O/�t  = 0.67 g h−1.

At the exit of the fuel cell, water was condensed at room tem-
erature and weighed. In general the quantity of water collected in
he condensers was underestimated. Indeed, water was condensed
t room temperature, which means that some water still in vapour
hase was not collected. We  can calculate this quantity of water for
ach gas stoichiometry condition as explained below.

In the phase separator, H2O partial pressure is equal to H2O
aturation vapour pressure at room temperature:

H2O = Psatvap(Tamb) = nH2O

ngas + nH2O
· Ptot (5)
here Psatvap(Tamb) = 31.7 mbar and Ptot = 2 bar (total pressure in the
hase separator). nH2O is the molar flow of H2O and ngas is the molar
ow of gas at the exit of the bench (difference between flow of gas
t the inlet and consumed gas by the reactions).
Fig. 3. Polarization curves after 10 h of operation for different stoichiometric coef-
ficients.

Therefore, for both cathode and anode sides at the two  tested
stoichiometries, the quantity of uncondensed water vapour is sum-
marized in the following table (Table 2):

All the below reported collected water will include this calcu-
lated amount of uncondensed water.

As we  measured the amount of collected water, we  calculated
the molar flow of water at both electrode sides. Knowing PH2O from
Eq. (5),  relative humidity at the outlet of gases was calculated with

RH (%) = 100 · PH2O

Pvapsat(80 ◦C)
(6)

where Pvapsat(80 ◦C) = 450 mbar.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Influence of gas stoichiometry on fuel cell performances:
characterizations at the beginning of the test

The polarization curves have been drawn after 10 h of test for the
different operating conditions (Fig. 3). Values at OCV and 0.4 A cm−2

are summarized in Table 3.
A slight decrease of the OCV value from 904 to 882 mV is

observed for sPEEK respectively for 1.5/1.5 and 3/1.5 stoichiome-
tries. For Nafion, a larger OCV decrease from 940 mV  (1.5/1.5) to
sPEEK Nafion

Stoichiometry anode/cathode 1.5/1.5 1.5/3 3/3 3/1.5 1.5/1.5 3/1.5
OCV  (mV) 904 900 886 882 940 902
Cell  voltage at 0.4 A cm−2 (mV) 690 640 610 550 800 770
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Fig. 4. EIS after 10 h of operation for different gas 

easured at the cathode [29–31].  This effect is not observed with
2 stoichiometry, as O2 permeation in Nafion is three times lower

han H2 permeation according to Takaichi et al. [32].
Stoichiometry impact on initial performance (after 12 h of equi-

ibrium and 10 h of operation) appears when comparing the cell
oltage at 0.4 A cm−2 after 10 h of test. For sPEEK, the cell voltage
ecreases from 690 to 550 mV  at 0.4 A cm−2 for 1.5/1.5 and 3/1.5
espectively (Table 3). This loss is usually correlated to the increase
f the ionomer resistivity both in the membrane and the electrodes
33]. Such an increase of the ionomer resistivity can be observed
hen the ionomer is drying. Therefore, the drier the ionomer is,

he lower the performance. Indeed, since we used dry gases, the
igher the stoichiometry (meaning the higher the gas flows), the
rier ionomer. However, the fact that we observe better perfor-
ance with 3/3 compared to 3/1.5 stoichiometry requires a deeper

nalysis than just simple considerations on the average hydration
f the ionomer. In the case of Nafion the cell voltage is 800 and
70 mV  at 0.4 A cm−2 for 1.5/1.5 and 3/1.5 respectively. This can
e attributed to ionomer drying but also to H2 permeation which

s already responsible for a loss of OCV values (−38 mV). EIS have
een recorded to have a deeper analysis (Fig. 4).

EIS have been analysed by considering that Rohm is mainly
scribed to proton transport within the membrane. Relec is ascribed
o physical phenomenon like charge/mass transfer or proton migra-
ion occurring within the electrodes (cf. Section 2).

The lower the performance the noisier the spectra are at high
requency. This may  be ascribed to the amplitude of the current
erturbation during EIS analysis, which is too high. The response of
he system is too slow compared to the applied perturbation and is
hen non linear.

However, the ohmic losses are confirmed by EIS measurements
hich show a significant shift of the spectra to higher values
hen gas stoichiometry is increased. Rohm and Relec values for

oth sPEEK and Nafion membranes are reported in Table 4. For
PEEK, the shift of Rohm between 1.5/1.5 and 3/1.5 configurations
orresponds to a decrease of the ionomer averaged conductivity
rom 31 to 16 mS  cm−1. With Nafion, Rohm is shifted from 0.07
1.5/1.5) to 0.08 � cm2 (3/1.5) which corresponds to a conductiv-
ty shift from 125 to 100 mS  cm−1, respectively. Gas stoichiometry

as no clear impact on Relec, but Relec increases when moving

rom Nafion to sPEEK membrane. This can have two different
rigins:

able 4
ollected water, calculated RH at both sides and Rohm and Relec , for different gas stoichiom

sPEEK 

Gas stoichiometry anode/cathode 1.5/1.5 1.5/3 

Fraction of total water amount collected at the anode 19% 16% 

Flow  of collected water (g h−1) 0.70 0.65 

Calculated %RH at the outlet of anode/cathode sat/sat sat/sat 

Rohm (� cm2) 0.19 0.26 

Relec (� cm2) 0.17 0.25 

sat” means the gas is saturated with presence of liquid water.
iometries both for Nafion and sPEEK membranes.

-  The electrode–membrane interface is of poor quality (assembly of
a nonperfluorinated membrane with a Nafion coated electrode)
[34].

- The membrane water transport properties have an impact on the
electrodes behaviour as they result into dry or more hydrated
areas.

From these values a direct correlation between operating con-
ditions and Rohm for sPEEK membranes is clearly observed. An
increase of Rohm can be attributed to a lower global hydration of
the membrane, even if this hydration can be very heterogeneous.
To evaluate the overall ionomer hydration, water was collected on
both electrode sides (reminder: we used dry gases, and water is
produced only at the cathode, but some water was  collected at the
anode side, due to the back-diffusion effect). The amount of col-
lected water was used to calculate the RH at the gas outlet of both
electrodes using Eqs. (5) and (6) as already stated in Section 2.

Table 4 presents the amount of water collected at the anode
(the rest being collected at the cathode), the total flow of produced
water, the corresponding RH on both sides and Rohm and Relec val-
ues, and this for different gas stoichiometries. It first appears that,
contrary to what is often thought, a higher quantity of collected
water at an electrode side does reflect a better hydration of this
electrode. Indeed for sPEEK 1.5/1.5 stoichiometry, 19% of produced
water (0.70 g h−1) is collected at the anode, giving 100%RH at the
gas outlet, whereas for 3/3 configuration, 43% of produced water
(0.77 g h−1) is collected at the anode but RH at the outlet of this
electrode is only 79%.

3.1.1. sPEEK results
First, for all the studied stoichiometries a higher amount of

water is collected at the cathode than at the anode side. Calcu-
lations show that MEA  is more hydrated at the cathode side than
at the anode side. As water is produced at the cathode, no matter
the operating conditions, this electrode will be the most hydrated
one. Variations of the collected water distribution between anode
and cathode are probably due to an evolution of water concen-
tration gradients across the membrane and along the flow field
channels (gases are dry at the inlet but they become hydrated or

even saturated at the outlet) depending on operating conditions.
This variation of water distribution has a direct impact on fuel cell
performance.

etry, both for Nafion and sPEEK membranes.

Nafion Theory

3/3 3/1.5 1.5/1.5 3/1.5 All
43% 34% 39% 60% –
0.77 0.69 0.69 0.77 0.67
79/sat 65/sat sat/sat sat/sat –
0.32 0.35 0.07 0.08 –
0.21 0.23 0.12 0.12 –
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Fig. 5. Evolution of output voltage for

.1.1.1. Increase of stoichiometry at the cathode side. When stoi-
hiometry is increased only at the cathode side (i.e. from 1.5/1.5 to
.5/3), a slight decrease of collected water at the anode is measured,
oing from 19% to 16% of the total amount of water (respectively
.70 and 0.65 g h−1 for 1.5/1.5 and 1.5/3 configurations). Accord-

ng to calculations, gases become totally saturated at the outlet at
oth electrode sides. However, as relative humidity at gas outlets
epends on both quantities of collected water and gas flow rates,
e assume that the average humidity on both sides is decreased in

he 1.5/3 configuration. This local drying can participate to the loss
f performance observed in Table 3: output voltage is decreased
rom 690 to 640 mV  at 0.4 A cm−2.

.1.1.2. Increase of stoichiometry at the anode side. When stoi-
hiometry is increased only at the anode side (i.e. from 1.5/1.5 to
/1.5), impact on water management is more pronounced than at
he cathode side as water collected at the anode increases from
9% (of 0.70 g h−1) to 34% (of 0.69 g h−1). As the flow of dry gas is
oubled at the anode, a local but huge drying (relative humidity
rops from saturation to 65% at the anode when stoichiometry is

ncreased from 1.5 to 3) can be responsible for the observed loss of
erformance (from 690 to 550 mV  at 0.4 A cm−2).

.1.1.3. Increase of stoichiometry at both electrode sides. The highest
mount of water collected at the anode is reached for the sto-
chiometry 3/3 with 43% of the total water amount (0.77 g h−1).
dditional information is given by the total amount of collected
ater (anode + cathode) per hour. In 1.5/1.5, 1.5/3, 3/1.5 configura-

ions, collected water is close to theory. The little gap can be due to
he bad precision of the bench for controlling the current. However,
here is a huge difference between the 3/3 test and theory with a
otal amount of collected water per hour of 0.77 g h−1, about 15%

ore than theoretically expected. This implies a water production
ithout any electron involved, as a constant current was gener-

ted. Therefore only gas crossover can explain such an observation,
nd we know that crossover of both gases to form H2O can happen

f they are in sufficient stoichiometry [35,36]. This excess of pro-
uced water for 3/3 stoichiometries results into better hydration
f the membrane and thus better performance (610 mV  vs. 550 mV
or 3/1.5).
ent gas stoichiometry configurations.

3.1.2. Nafion results
As a comparison, tests with Nafion for 1.5/1.5 and 3/1.5

stoichiometries have been performed. These stoichiometries corre-
spond to the best and the worst performing situations, respectively,
for sPEEK. Whatever the stoichiometry studied, Nafion performs
better than sPEEK. This can be explained by both lower Rohm and
Relec with Nafion (around 0.07 and 0.12 � cm2 respectively vs. 0.19
and 0.17 � cm2 for sPEEK in 1.5/1.5). The lower Rohm for Nafion
comes from its better proton conductivity; however the lower Relec
appears at first sight somehow surprising as electrodes are the same
for both Nafion and sPEEK MEAs. As seen before in literature [34],
this difference between Nafion and other kind of membrane can be
ascribed to the quality of the membrane–electrode interface which
is expected to be lower with hydrocarbon membrane. However, an
additional explanation of the lower Relec measured for Nafion can
be a better water distribution within the MEA  for Nafion than for
sPEEK, along with a better hydration and therefore performance of
both electrodes.

Collected water amounts at 3/1.5 stoichiometries for sPEEK and
Nafion highlight the very different behaviour of the two mem-
branes. For Nafion, 60% of the water is collected at the anode side,
whereas for sPEEK only 36% of the water is collected at this side.
Therefore, with Nafion, back-diffusion process is more efficient
than electro-osmosis, and a lot of water is going from cathode
to anode. As shown by Kreuer [37], water transport properties
are totally different between Nafion and poly-aromatic mem-
branes. He studied sPEEKK, which structure is close to sPEEK in
terms of chemical and mechanical properties, and showed that in
sPEEKK the hydrophilic network is composed of narrow and dead-
end channels, whereas this network is larger and more defined
for Nafion. Water is thus much more bounded to the polymer
in sPEEKK membranes than it is in Nafion, which results into
a water diffusion coefficient 10 times lower for sPEEKK than
Nafion.

Collected water results for 3/1.5 stoichiometry show that more
water is collected for Nafion (0.77 g h−1) than what expected in
theory (0.67 g h−1), or for sPEEK in 3/1.5 (0.69 g h−1). This can be
ascribed to H2 crossover that leads to water production without
redox reactions. Comparisons of permeability between Nafion and

poly-aromatics are very rare and quite complex as measurement
techniques and parameters are numerous. However, H2 crossover
in Nafion is found to be 10 times higher than in sPEEK/PVDF
(PolyVinyliDene Fluoride) blends [38] or twice higher than in Bi
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the EIS at 0.4 A cm−2 in dr

henyl Sulfone H-form (BPSH) [13]. Also, many studies [32,39] have
hown that in general ionomer membranes are more subject to
as permeation when hydrated. This can explain the difference
f collected water in 3/1.5 between Nafion (0.77 g h−1) and sPEEK
0.69 g h−1). Indeed, as Nafion is more hydrated, gas permeability
s increased, leading to more water production and better perfor-

ance.
All these results show that an increase of stoichiometry can

mpact water distribution through the membrane and along the gas
hannels, and therefore fuel cell performance which hence depends
n both operating conditions and membrane intrinsic properties.
he evolution of this water distribution during membrane lifespan
s studied in the next part.

.2. Impact of gas stoichiometry on the fuel cell performance:
ifespan evolution

The performance for each test is presented in Fig. 5 as the evo-
ution of the output voltage as a function of time, with a current
ensity set to 0.4 A cm−2.

Whatever the stoichiometry, output voltage for sPEEK mem-
rane is found to be lower than for Nafion. Interestingly, for sPEEK
he lower the initial performance the faster it decreases. sPEEK,
.5/1.5 test showed a quite stable output voltage (around 0.69 V)
ntil the sudden shutdown of the cell after 250 h. For this spe-

ific case we assume that a sudden defect in gas supply could be
esponsible for the early crash of the cell. A progressive drop of per-
ormance is observed for sPEEK for the other gas stoichiometries.
he sharper drop of performance is observed for the stoichiometry

Fig. 7. Evolution of Rohm and Relec at 0.4 A cm−2 in dry gases for
s for different gas stoichiometries for sPEEK.

3/1.5, which lasted only 150 h; then comes the 3/3 stoichiome-
try which lasted 250 h and finally the 1.5/3 stoichiometry which
lasted almost 400 h with a very slow drop of performance for the
first 200 h. All cells were disassembled after shutdown, to check for
membrane perforation. However no such damage was observed
even for 1.5/1.5 (cell abrupt failure). Concerning Nafion, gas sto-
ichiometry was  not observed to have any strong effect on the
performance evolution.

In order to understand more accurately the behaviour of the
cells over time, EIS measurements were done regularly.

EIS measurements evolution with time is presented in Fig. 6 for
the four stoichiometries tested with sPEEK membrane. Evolution
of Rohm and Relec as a function of time for both sPEEK and Nafion is
presented in Fig. 7.

From these data we can observe a general trend for sPEEK with
an increase of both Rohm and Relec through operating time, however
very limited for the 1.5/1.5 stoichiometry. These phenomena can be
correlated to each other and are largely enhanced as stoichiometry
is increased whatever the electrode side. The increase of Rohm values
can be associated with an average drying of the ionomer with time.
As Relec values increase even more than Rohm ones, this suggests
changes at the electrodes that impact the performance. For Nafion,
Rohm and Relec are constant through time, which correlates with the
constant performance observed.

It should be noticed that water was  always collected at a con-

stant rate at the exit of the cell (Fig. 8). Therefore, even though at
the beginning of the test, performance depends on water distribu-
tion between anode and cathode, the decrease of performance over
time seems to depend on other phenomena.

 different gas stoichiometries for both sPEEK and Nafion.
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We  assume that the observed decrease of performance over time
s mainly related to the evolution of water distribution in the flow
eld (not between anode and cathode but between gas inlet and
utlet). Even if hydration of the flow field channels is already clearly
eterogeneous at the beginning of the tests, the large increase
f Relec observed over time suggests that this heterogeneity gets
tronger with time leading to an important drying of the inlets
more pronounced at the anode). To correlate more accurately the
ehaviour of Relec to the dryness of an electrode, short tests have
een performed on sPEEK at two different RH (9% and 100%), at very
igh gas flow rate (to homogenize working conditions at inlet and
utlet).

Impact of drying electrodes on EIS was observed by comparing

wo extreme conditions: 100%RH at both anode and cathode (wet
ases) and 9%RH on both electrodes (dry gases). The evolution of
IS at 100/100%RH and 9/9%RH for different current densities is
resented in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. EIS for two  operating conditions: 100/100%RH (white
een) and theoretical (purple) amount of water for different stoichiometries. (For
 web version of the article.)

In both cases, spectra are noisy at low frequencies (<10 Hz). This
can be due to inductive phenomena associated with mass and/or
charge transfer at the cathode side [40]. This noise decreases when
current density is increased.

If RH is set to 100% on both electrode sides, Rohm remains stable
with a value of 0.14 � cm2 which corresponds to a conductivity of
45 mS  cm−1. This indicates a homogeneous water repartition which
does not evolve with current density. However, Relec decreases from
0.61 to 0.08 � cm2 for 0.1 A cm−2 and 0.8 A cm−2 respectively. As
mentioned in literature, this is due to a faster charge transfer as the
current density increases.

If RH is set to 9% on both sides, Rohm decreases from 0.72
to 0.68 � cm2 when current density is increased from 0.1 to

0.2 A cm−2. This is due to the increase of average RH and better
hydration of the ionomer as the cell produces more water (higher
current densities). If current density is increased to 0.4 A cm−2, Rohm
increases while the low frequency arc (0.6 Hz) appears. The increase

) and 9/9%RH (black) and for different current density.
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Fig. 10. EIS for two  operating conditions: 100/0%RH 

f Rohm and the appearance of the low frequency arc seem to be cor-
elated and could be due to the drying of ionomer in the active layer.
ndeed, an increase of current density emphasizes electro-osmosis
nd dries the anode side [27].

The effect of drying anode or cathode side is studied by compar-
ng the EIS obtained at 100/0%RH and 0/100%RH (Fig. 10).

In the 100/0%RH configuration, Rohm slightly decreases (from
.25 to 0.22 � cm2) if current density is increased, which is due to
etter hydration with higher water production. Relec continuously
trongly decreases when current density increases, a behaviour
imilar to what was found for the 100/100%RH case. However
t 0.1 A cm−2, Relec is higher for 100/0%RH (0.75 � cm2) than for
00/100%RH (0.61 � cm2). This shows that ionomer hydration at
he cathodic active layer has an influence on electrode behaviour
cathode) that could be due to migration of protons within the
ctive layer.

The 0/100%RH configuration is similar to the 100/0%RH one at
ow current densities (from 0.1 to 0.4 A cm−2). Rohm remains sta-
le around 0.31 � cm2 and is higher than Rohm values obtained
or 100/0%RH. This shows a higher impact of dry gas at the inlet
f anode side (where no water is produced) than at the cath-
de side. For higher current density (0.8 A cm−2) Rohm is shifted
o higher values (0.42 � cm2) and a low frequency arc (0.6 Hz)
ppears, similar to what observed for the 9/9%RH case. Thus this
ontribution is ascribed to ionomer drying at the anode. If current
ensity is increased to 1.0 A cm−2 (Fig. 11), Rohm values keep on

ncreasing and Relec starts to increase while the low frequency arc
ecomes stronger. This shows that there is an important drying of
he ionomer that can be due to a low back-diffusion. At high current
ensity, electro-osmosis can induce an important flow from anode

o cathode, not compensated by back-diffusion. The extreme case
ould be a net flow from anode to cathode which totally dries out

he ionomer at the anode.

Fig. 11. Impact of high current densities on EIS at 0/100%RH.
) and 0/100%RH (white) and varying current density.

All these “hydration tests” show that using dry gases at high flow
rate leads to

-  an increase of Rohm due to the drying of the ionomer, but also
- an increase of Relec which is generally ascribed to bad charge or

mass transfer. However, we  propose here to associate the Relec
increase to the drying of the ionomer especially at the anode,
which limits protons migration within the active layer, and leads
to the appearance of the low frequency arc.

This last EIS behaviour is often explained by a flooding at the
cathode [41–43] but this is rather unlikely because of the high val-
ues of PO2 and flow rate used here. Moreover if gas flows are reduced
to 50 N ml  min−1 in order to favour flooding, no change is observed
on EIS.

These experiments clarify the EIS evolution which was  observed
during sPEEK “ageing tests”. As shown before, the increase of stoi-
chiometry from 1.5 to 3 whatever the electrode side was  followed
by a little increase of Rohm and a large increase of Relec, as well as
the appearance of a low frequency arc. These MEAs behaved like
dehydrated MEAs on which the current density was  increased with
time. However, during “ageing tests” current density was constant.
We then assume that some areas are getting dryer while others are
getting more hydrated with time. It has already been shown that
on both electrode sides current density, temperature [44,45] and
hydration [46] can vary along the channels going from the inlet to
the outlet of the gases, which leads to a very heterogeneous system.
Hence this evolution of Rohm, Relec and low frequency arc (0.6 Hz)
can be interpreted on the basis of an increase of the inlet–outlet
hydration heterogeneity, with a part of the MEA  close to the inlet
becoming dryer, whereas MEA  close to the outlet becomes better
hydrated. This phenomenon amplifies with time, as the local cur-
rent density decreases at the dry inlet, making it even drier (no
water being produced in this area, a phenomenon enhanced by the
co-flow configuration). Since the total current density is constant,
the local current density has to increase at the outlet, producing
more and more water and amplifying this hydration heterogeneity
in a vicious circle.

This evolution of Rohm and Relec during sPEEK “ageing tests” was
not observed with Nafion. As mentioned before, this can be due to
its better diffusion properties [37] which are responsible for bet-
ter performances but also faster hydration kinetics which makes

the membrane hydration much more homogeneous both through
the membrane and along the flow field channels. Therefore the
impact of stoichiometry on the initial and lifelong performance is
very limited for this type of membrane.
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. Conclusion

Fuel cell tests have been performed on sPEEK and Nafion
embranes using dry gases. To explain the impact of gas sto-

chiometry on water management and its effect on both initial
nd long term performance, global characterizations have been
erformed during fuel cell tests like polarization curves, EIS mea-
urements, output voltage monitoring and water collection at both
ides.

First, we found that a lot of water collected at an electrode side
oes not necessarily means that this electrode is well hydrated, as

t also depends on the applied gas flow rate and pressure.
Second, whatever the configuration, sPEEK performance was

ower than Nafion’s one. It is partly due to the lower conductiv-
ty of sPEEK which in conjunction with the use of dry gases gives

 higher ohmic resistance. However it has been shown by EIS that
PEEK and Nafion different performance can be related to polar-
zation resistances other than ohmic. We  understood that these
erformance differences come from the heterogeneous repartition
f water in the channels and through the MEA, a phenomenon par-
icularly pronounced for sPEEK membrane due to its lower water
iffusion coefficient.

It has been shown that water distribution within the MEA  can
volve during fuel cell operation, which in the case of sPEEK leads
o a decrease of performance. This phenomenon is amplified by
he use of dry gases and is observed through the increase of Rohm
nd Relec, and the appearance of low frequency arc on EIS, which
ere attributed to ionomer drying in the electrodes. This water
istribution issue is amplified at the anode side and increases with
ime resulting into a drying phenomenon at the inlet and a higher
ydration at the outlet. This drop of performance is not observed

or Nafion, thanks to the faster hydration/dehydration kinetics of
his polymer.

Therefore, to get better performance with alternative mem-
rane, a good protonic conductivity is of course necessary, but,
s demonstrated here, not enough. Intrinsic properties of the
embranes and more particularly good water diffusion coefficient

nd hydration kinetics are also important to insure homoge-
eous water distribution in the MEA  to get good electrode
erformances.

In this study MEA  hydration distribution has been deduced
rom techniques giving only general information about water man-

gement. It would be challenging but certainly rewarding to get
etailed hydration map  of the MEA  using local characterization
echniques like direct optical visualization [47–49],  X-ray [50] or
eutron scattering [51].
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